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Langlyf en Nonnie Stoet:  5 Junie 2012
Gem.   Kommersiële bulle R29 666.67
Gem.  Stoet bulle R25 222.22
Duurste bul  CR 09058 R42 000.00 (Petra2 Bdy)
Gem. Koeie R13 000.00
Duurste koeie  CR 03100 R26 000.00 (Roosterhoek Trust)

HBH Tuli Stud:  11 October 2012
Average price 20 Tuli bulls R24 700.00
Top priced bull, HBH 10-241 R41 000.00 (Mr Dennis McDonald)

Go West: 19 Oktober 2012
Duurste bul (Donkerhoek) R35 000.00 (David v d Bergh)
Gemiddeld bulle R22 880.00 

Verkopers: Donkerhoek, Westfront, Amelia en Alpha & Omega

Alpha & Omega Tuli: 10 Oktober 2012
Duurste bul R110 000.00 (Ben Raath)
Gem op 35 bulle R32 843.00
Duurste vers R23 000.00

Veilingsuitslae
Sales results
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Pavo Tuli: Veiling 23 Oktober 2012
Gemiddelde pryse:
Koei + Kalf R11 875.00
Dragtige Koeie R11 888.89
Oop Verse R13 269.23
Bulle R24 411.76

Hoogste pryse:
Bul  R32 000.00
Koei + Kalf  R20 500.00
Oop Vers  R15 000.00

Midland Tuli
Duurste bul (Ven Tulis)  R39 000 (JAW Schultze)
Gemiddeld  R 21 700
Duurste Koei (Arthur Schulze) R 25 000 (Donkerhoek)
Gemiddeld   R11 900
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- JONATHAN  BROWN, Wildebeest Hoek,  Ugie.

Tuli
travels
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In early June 2012 I had the privilege of travelling with 
Alwyn Marx to the Rautenbachs’ Annual Production 
Sale at Reitz.  Because of the distance we went up 
the day before the sale so we could sleep at Albie 
Rautenbach’s farm “Avoca”.

During the roughly six-hour trip, I had an ideal 
opportunity to gain more information about the Tuli 
breed, and some amusing lighter moments from 
Harm junior.

Over supper that evening, it was interesting to 
hear Alwyn and Albie speaking about the different 
bloodlines and types, and the influence different bulls 
and cows had had upon the development of the breed 
leading  to what  it is today.  Before retiring Albie 
suggested we rise early so he could take us around 
the farm to see his cattle before breakfast.  It was good 
to see so many Tuli females – about 300 – together 
in one group and have him point out animals which 
had been good performers, or weaker ones which did 
not perform well.  I was astounded at his knowledge 
of the history of the individual cows.  Harm junior 
was quick off the mark to say to Albie: “Oom, kan ek 
daardie koei koop?”  i.e the weakest one!! 

We were also taken to a large group of bulls which 
included animals from weaners to mature stud sires.

My general impression of the Reitz area is that it 
is undulating, highland grassland – veld which is 
nutritious even in winter, plus crop residues that can 
be utilised, thus giving a high carrying capacity.

The well-known high fertility of the cows and bulls on 
offer, meant that the animals sold briskly.  For me, it 
was good exposure to the breed and breeders alike.

Young as he is, little Harm is vitally interested in Tulis 
and was so proud of his Dad’s purchase – “My Pa het 
die duurste koei gekoop!”

As we travelled back after the sale, Alwyn contacted 
Jannie de Villiers to see if it would be convenient for 
him to show us his Tulis.  Jannie farms outside Senekal.  
It was wintertime and daylight was fading but we 
managed to see the bulls before darkness fell.  Then it 
was a case of viewing his females by spotlight as we 
drove across the veld.  The condition of his animals 
was most impressive, because of the highly nutritive 
grazing in the area plus a good protein lick.  As Jannie 
lives in town, we then went on to see the few cattle he 
runs on the commonage, which are treated the same 
as the ones on the farm, and were in equally good 
condition.

It was encouraging to see what can be achieved if 
one starts with good genetics and applies sound 
management, as Jannie has done as a part-time farmer.

Alwyn was very generous with sharing his expertise 
and his own experiences.

Visit to Johan van Rijswijk – early July 2012

Johan very kindly bid on 2 young Tuli cows with heifer 
calves for me at a dispersal sale in Steynsburg in mid-
June, and he was prepared to take them to his farm 
in the Burgersdorp district and graze them for me for 
three months.  In early July I managed to visit him 
and see the cows.  I so enjoyed driving around his 
farm and viewing the different groups of Tulis, while 
he spoke in detail about the breed he so dearly loves.  
Johan is very knowledgeable, and can be a great help 
to a new breeder.  His integrity stands out clearly.  It 
was interesting to hear how he has been able to push 
up his farm’s carrying capacity because of the grazing 
strategy he has applied.

At the end of September, in order that I might attend 
the Midlands Tuli Sale in Cradock, I visited P.W. and 
Barbara Michau in the Mortimer area.  My impression 
of the Cradock area was that it was fairly flat, so I was 
quite surprised to discover that their farm is situated 
high in the mountains, an hour’s drive from town.  The 
higher we climbed the more difference I observed in 
the veld:  more grass and less Karoo bush.  In the 
evening we attended a function in Cradock, meeting 
other breeders and listening to their conversation, 
which was a useful introduction to them, who 
constitute a friendly and helpful fraternity.  

At the sale I was able to buy 2 bulls and some females.  
Not being sure I’d get the bull I was after, I first bid on 
my second choice and should have stopped, but an 
elderly gentleman behind me kept tapping me on the 
shoulder to keep me bidding!!  I thought that was it, 
being very relieved that I had at least got a bull.

When my first choice came up, I got it for the price I 
had been advised to go to, much to my surprise and 
gratification, being congratulated by Alwyn and P.W.

Chris Hobson had invited me to spend the night at 
their farm in the Kendrew area of Graaff-Reinet.  Early 
next morning Chris took me to see his calving cows 
and bulls.  I was most impressed with how docile his 
animals are.  This district suffered a four-year long 
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drought so it was good to see the recovery that was 
taking place and Chris’s enthusiasm for his cattle.  

Later we proceeded to Murraysburg for that sale.

I spent the night at Ed Clark’s at Bird’s River near 
Dordrecht, where I saw some of the Clark’s cows-
in-calf and some stud sires.  We then went to Ed’s 
father, Russell’s, farm for lunch and a quick look at 
their string of bulls being prepared for their sale.  I 
was particularly impressed with bulls sired by ‘Buffel’.

And so -  back home at last.

 Courtesy visit by P.W. and Barbara in early October.

The animals we acquired at the Midlands Sale were 
delivered by the Michaus to our farm in the Ugie 
district.  They spent a good few hours looking at our 
different Tulis and giving valuable input, and they 
encouraged us that the progeny we have so far bred 
has the potential to develop well and that progress 
should be evident soon.

Alwyn Marx’ Sale.  The animals presented well, 
genetic quality and breeding being obvious.  After 
that, over-nighting again at Ed Clark’s, I saw newly 
born calves being weighed.

The sale at Russel Clark’s afforded another opportunity 
to buy 2 females with calves.

In conclusion:  I benefited greatly by getting to 
know some Breeders better, enjoying their generous 
hospitality and input, realising that I have lots to learn, 
and only wishing I had started years ago!

Jonathan Brown and Johan van Rijswijk
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